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Abstract. In homogeneous and isotropic Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology,
the topology of the universe determines its ultimate fate. If the Weak Energy Condition
is satisfied, open and flat universes must expand forever, while closed cosmologies can
recollapse to a Big Crunch. A similar statement holds for homogeneous but anisotropic
(Bianchi) universes. Here, we prove that arbitrarily inhomogeneous and anisotropic
cosmologies with “flat” (including toroidal) and “open” (including compact hyperbolic)
spatial topology that are initially expanding must continue to expand forever at least
in some region at a rate bounded from below by a positive number, despite the presence
of arbitrarily large density fluctuations and/or the formation of black holes. Because
the set of 3-manifold topologies is countable, a single integer determines the ultimate
fate of the universe, and, in a specific sense, most 3-manifolds are “flat” or “open”.
Our result has important implications for inflation: if there is a positive cosmological
constant (or suitable inflationary potential) and initial conditions for the inflaton,
cosmologies with “flat” or “open” topology must expand forever in some region at
least as fast as de Sitter space, and are therefore very likely to begin inflationary
expansion eventually, regardless of the scale of the inflationary energy or the spectrum
and amplitude of initial inhomogeneities and gravitational waves. Our result is also
significant for numerical general relativity, which often makes use of periodic (toroidal)
boundary conditions.
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1 Introduction
Nearly all work in cosmology focuses on the regime in which the universe is approxi-
mately homogeneous and isotropic, plus small fluctuations that can be treated pertur-
batively. This is an accurate description to the universe on large scales today. However,
the universe on smaller scales has non-peturbatively large density fluctuations, and the
very early universe prior to inflation was presumably highly anisotropic and inhomo-
geneous. Indeed, inflation is invoked to explain today’s large-scale homogeneity [1–4].
Because inflation is quasi-de Sitter spacetime and de Sitter spacetime is homogeneous,
it seems that inflation might require homogeneity to begin. If so, it may not explain
homogeneity at all.
Very recently, we participated in numerically evolving the full non-linear 3+1D
Einstein equations for an inflaton field coupled to gravity, with the initial conditions
being a compact universe with toroidal topology and large inhomogeneities [5]. Due
to numerical limitations we could only include inhomogeneities with wavelength O(10)
times the initial Hubble radius and smaller. These simulations showed for the first time
that the inhomogeneities clump into overdense regions that collapse and form black
holes, while the rest of the universe continues to expand and eventually begins inflation.
These results indicate that large perturbations on length scales smaller than the initial
Hubble radius and up to 10 times larger do not prevent inflation from beginning.
However, we were not able to treat modes with wavelength much larger than
the initial horizon size. These are potentially a big problem, because even if the
energy scale of inflation is as large as the data allows, there is a ratio of at least 105
between a Planck length initial horizon size and the would-be inflationary horizon size.
This means that a very large number of modes will enter the horizon before inflation
could possibly begin (at least in a large or non-compact universe where such modes
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exist). This certainly sounds worrying. Suppose one considers a region that is initially
expanding. As the horizon grows, new modes enter. Each time a new mode enters, one
might expect it has a 50% chance of overclosing that region, causing it to recollapse in
about the current Hubble time. This suggests that any given region is very unlikely
to grow large enough for inflation to begin – and the lower the scale of inflation, the
more modes enter and smaller this probability becomes (this is the “initial conditions
problem” described in e.g. [6]).
In [5], we sketched a heuristic argument that indicates that, for an initially ex-
panding universe but even in the presence of large-amplitude superhorizon modes,
given one global condition there should always be at least one region that expands
enough to begin inflation. The argument goes as follows. Consider a large expanding
region – as large as the would-be inflationary Hubble length, or as large as the universe
if it is finite and smaller than this size – that is “flat on average” or “open on average”.
Heuristically, this means that the expansion rate averaged over that region is equal to
or exceeds the average density, in the appropriate units.1 This requirement of flat or
open is one global condition that might be expected to hold true perhaps ∼ 50% of
the time in a randomly chosen universe or large region within a universe.2 Within this
large region there may be sub-regions that are closed and collapse before inflation can
begin. However, in any subdivision of the original flat or open volume there must be
at least one subregion that is again flat or open on average. Subdividing that region,
again there must be at least one open or flat sub-subregion, etc. on down to the initial
Hubble length. Hence, there is at least one initial Hubble volume that will not be
crunched by a mode entering the horizon before inflation can begin.
In this paper, we prove a rigorous version of that statement.
1.1 Relation to previous work
In [7], Wald proved that initially expanding homogeneous but anisotropic (Bianchi)
cosmologies with Λ > 0 must asymptote to de Sitter spacetime, with the exception
of Bianchi type IX – which are “closed” in the general sense we define below. In
particular, only Bianchi Type IX can recollapse. As such, this work can be regarded
as a major generalization of [7] to the case of inhomogeneous cosmologies. A useful
review of maximal surfaces in general relativity can be found in [8].
Note added: After this work was completed and the paper submitted to the arxiv,
the existence of [9] was brought to our attention, of which we were previously unaware.
This work has very substantial overlap with ours: it shows, using similar techniques,
that there exists no maximal hypersurface for universes with compact spatial topologies
except the ones we refer to as type (i) (page 3), and therefore such cosmologies have no
global crunch. However, there is no explicit discussion in [9] of the growth of volume of
hypersurfaces (Eq. (2.3)), or that there is always a region with expansion rate bounded
from below (Eqs. (2.4, 2.6)), and of the resulting consequences for inflation.
1Somewhat more formally, it means that the averaged region is described by a Bianchi universe
that is not type IX.
2In fact as we will see, in a sense nearly all cosmologies satisfy it.
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2 A “no big crunch” theorem
Our result requires three assumptions:
• A “cosmology”, defined to mean a connected 3+1 dimensional spacetime with a
compact Cauchy surface (we comment on the non-compact case in Sec. 4). This
implies the spacetime is topologically R×M where M is a 3-manifold, and that
it can be foliated by a family of topologically identical Cauchy surfaces Mt [10].
• The topology of the spatial 3-manifolds must not be “closed,” meaning the topol-
ogy of M must not be of type (i) in the classification we introduce in Sec. 2.1
(roughly, M cannot be a spherical space).
• The Weak Energy Condition (WEC) must be satisfied everywhere: Tµνkµkν ≥ 0
for all time-like vectors kµ. This condition is satisfied for matter, radiation,
positive cosmological constant, and scalar fields with potential energy V (φ) ≥ 0,
but not by negative V or negative cosmological constant.
With these assumptions we will prove the following statements:
There cannot exist a non-singular spacelike hypersurface with maximum volume: given
any time slice, there is another with larger spatial volume. Furthermore, in an initially
expanding universe there must be at least one expanding region on every timeslice, and
if Λ > 0 the expansion rate in that region is bounded from below by that of de Sitter
spacetime in the flat slicing.
This implies that in a big bang cosmology, there cannot be a big crunch (a global
collapse to zero volume). In the context of inflationary cosmology, this strongly sug-
gests that inflation will start no matter how large are the initial inhomogeneities or
how small is the energy scale of inflation, at least so long as the inflaton takes a suitable
value in the inflationary part of the potential in the regions that expand (see [5] for
more on this last point).
The proof (explained in more detail in the next section) is very simple. A hyper-
surface of maximum volume has vanishing traced extrinsic curvature K = 0. Certain
3-manifold topologies require that the spatial curvature R(3) < 0 somewhere on the
manifold. We will show that the combination of these two facts is incompatible with
Einstein’s equations and the WEC (Tµνk
µkν ≥ 0 for timelike k). Therefore, no maxi-
mum volume hypersurface can exist. A minor elaboration on this argument establishes
the lower bound for Λ > 0.
To establish notation, a timeslice Mt has induced metric hµν = gµν +nµnν , where
gµν is the spacetime metric and nµ is orthonormal to Mt, nµn
µ = −1. The extrinsic
curvature is Kµν , satisfying n
µKµν = 0 and with trace K = h
µνKµν = g
µνKµν , and
traceless part σµν ≡ Kµν− 13Khµν . The three-dimensional Ricci curvature is R(3)ij , with
trace R(3). Our sign convention is mostly plus, so that K > 0 corresponds to expansion.
If there is a cosmological constant (which must satisfy Λ ≥ 0 for the WEC), we include
it in Tµν .
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2.1 Proof of the theorem
The proof follows almost immediately from a form of the Hamiltonian constraint that
can be derived from the Gauss-Codazzi relation (see for instance [11], eq. (E.2.27)):3
16piGNTµνn
µnν = R(3) +
2
3
K2 − σµνσµν . (2.1)
If some hypersurface Mt is extremal – that is, if its volume form
√
h is stationary
under local variations of the surface – then K = 0 everywhere on it. This holds because
Ln log
√
h = K, (2.2)
where Ln is the Lie derivative along the normal to the surface. If there is a hypersurface
with K = 0 everywhere and R(3) < 0 at any point, the right-hand side of (2.1) is strictly
negative at that point, violating the weak energy condition.4 As we explain below, for
“most” 3-manifold topologies R(3) must be negative somewhere. Therefore, if the WEC
holds, no time-slice with extremal volume can exist in a universe with those spatial
topologies.
In a big bang/big crunch spacetime that expands from zero volume and then
globally recollapses, any given foliation must contain a hypersurface Mt that has max-
imum total volume
∫
Mt
√
h. However there is no guarantee that Mt is extremal – that
is, it may have regions with K > 0 and others with K < 0. To arrive at a times-
lice with K = 0, consider infinitesimally deforming some given slice at each point
along its normal direction by an amount K.5 From (2.2), this guarantees that
√
h in-
creases pointwise by an amount proportional to K2. Therefore the total spatial volume
V ≡ ∫ d3x√h satisfies
∂V
∂λ
=
∫
d3xK2
√
h ≡ 〈K2〉 ≥ 0 (2.3)
where λ is the affine parameter of the deformation. Hence after the deformation the
new surface has either strictly larger volume, or equal volume if and only if K = 0
everywhere and the initial surface was already extremal. Iterating this procedure then
leads to two possible outcomes: either it eventually produces an extremal surface with
K = 0 everywhere for which the total volume is maximized, or the volume of the
surface continues to grow. See Fig. 1 for a pictorial representation of this procedure.6
3For reference, note that in the FRW case (2.1) becomes (with all terms in the same order)
16piGNρ = 6
k
a2
+
2
3
9H2 − 0,
where ρ is the energy density, a is the scale factor, H = a˙/a, and k = ±1, 0 as usual. If ρ > 0, H2
cannot vanish unless k = +1.
4Note that σµνσ
µν = σµνσρλg
µρgνλ = σµνσρλh
µρhνλ ≥ 0, because hµν is spacelike.
5The deformation procedure described here corresponds to a procedure known as “mean curvature
flow”, which has been much studied in the mathematics literature for Riemannian manifolds.
6Formal proofs of the existence of a K = 0 slice under the assumption there is a big bang and a
big crunch can be found in [12] and [13].
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K > 0
K < 0
K > 0
Figure 1: Deforming towards an extremal surface with K = 0.
To recap, so far we have established that either a hypersurface with K = 0 exists,
or the volume of space grows either towards the future or the past, so that an initially
expanding spacetime cannot everywhere recollapse. If a surface with K = 0 exists,
R(3) cannot be negative anywhere without violating the WEC. To determine under
what circumstances R(3) must be negative somewhere, note that all compact, oriented
3-manifolds fall into one of three topological classes (see [14] Theorem 4.35 and [15]):
(i) “Closed”: Manifolds where the scalar curvature is entirely unconstrained – any
smooth function is the scalar curvature of some smooth metric on the manifold –
and in particular, the scalar curvature can be positive everywhere. This includes
S3, RP 3, and S2 × S1, and more generally S3/Γ where Γ ⊂ SO(4) is finite and
acts freely (with no fixed points) on S3, and connected sums of such manifolds.
For these topologies R(3) can be positive everywhere and our proof does not
apply.
(ii) “Flat”: Manifolds for which a smooth function is the scalar curvature of some
metric if and only if it is either zero identically and the manifold is Ricci-flat,
or is negative somewhere. This includes manifolds of the form R3/Γ, where Γ
is a freely acting finite subgroup of the isometry group of flat Euclidean 3-space
(such as torii T (3)).
(iii) “Open”: Manifolds for which a smooth function is the scalar curvature of some
metric if and only if it is negative somewhere. This includes manifolds of the
form H(3)/Γ, where Γ is a freely-acting subground of the isometry group of H(3)
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with the standard metric, as well as H(2)×R, nil, solv, and S˜L(2, R) manifolds,
and connected sums of arbitrary members of all three of the classes above that
contain at least one factor of the “open” type.
As is apparent from this classification the set of compact, orientable three-manifold
topologies is countably infinite, meaning (under only the assumption of global hyper-
bolicity) the topology of the universe can be specified by a single integer k – just as
in the homogeneous and isotropic case, albeit with infinitely many possibilities rather
than just ±1 or 0. Furthermore, while there are infinitely many manifolds of type (i),
in a sense most 3-manifolds are of type (iii) – because all connected sums including
even one factor of type (iii) are of type (iii).
For manifolds of type (iii), there must be a region where R(3) < 0, establishing
the theorem. The same is true for universes of type (ii) except in the trivial case of an
empty universe, because either the curvature is negative somewhere – as in type (iii) –
or it is identically zero. If R(3) = K = 0, the only possibility consistent with the WEC
is σµν = Tµνn
µnν = 0 everywhere in the universe, which – assuming now the dominant
energy condition – implies that all components of Tµν vanish.
Note that in all cases, in any region where R(3) ≤ 0,
|K| ≥ K? ≡
√
24piGNTµνnµnν . (2.4)
We have established that all universes of type (iii) and non-empty universes of
type (ii) do not have extremal hypersurfaces. If we now assume the universe is initially
expanding (K > 0 everywhere on some early time slice), we can show that all slices
must have a region that grows at a positive rate K ≥ K?. Suppose a hypersurface
exists where K < K? everywhere. We can continuously deform the surface in all
regions where K < 0 by pulling it backwards in time along nµ until those regions have
K arbitrarily close to zero (see Fig. 2). At this point, we have constructed a surface
with |K| < K? everywhere, violating (2.4).
Now suppose there is a cosmological constant Λ > 0 (or inflationary potential
energy V ) so that Tµνn
µnν ≥ Λ. Rearranging (2.1) to
K2 = 24piGNTµνn
µnν +
3
2
σµνσ
µν − 3
2
R(3) (2.5)
and using the fact that universes of type (iii) and (ii) always have a region with R(3) < 0
shows that there must be a region with
K ≥
√
24piGNΛ ≡ KΛ. (2.6)
In the flat slicing of de Sitter spacetime σµν = R
(3) = 0 and the inequality (2.6) is
saturated, so on any spatial slice there is always a region that expands at least as fast
as the flat slicing of de Sitter space does.7
7A more formal argument follows from a theorem proven in [12]. Assuming K grows arbitrarily
large near the big bang (which seems inevitable in view of (2.2) since
√
h→ 0), there are early time
hypersurfaces with K > KΛ everywhere. Now proceed with a proof by contradiction. Suppose a
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2.2 Black holes
It is important to note that nothing in our analysis prohibits the formation of black
holes, or any other collapsing or collapsed regions. What we have shown is only that
every spatial slice must contain at least one expanding region with K > KΛ ≥ 0. In a
universe containing both black holes and expanding regions, hypersurfaces that enter
the black holes may contain regions of negative K, but this does not contradict our
theorem so long as K > KΛ in at least one region on every time slice.
We demonstrate in Appendix A that the “mean curvature flow” (MCF) procedure
defined above (2.3) produces surfaces that avoid the spacelike “crushing” singularities
[16] of the type that presumably form inside collapsing black holes. Intuitively, this
is because these singularities have zero volume and MCF is a process that locally
increases the volume of the hypersurface.
2.3 Fate of the universe
It is tempting to conclude that the spatial volume of the universe must increase without
bound in the future. However, it is logically possible that the expanding region shrinks
faster than it grows – that is, we only know that some such neighborhood exists on every
slice, but not how large it is, and it could shrink to a point in the asymptotic future.
Were this to be the case it would mean all slicings become singular far enough into
the future. This seems highly implausible, especially in view of the various regularity
theorems for mean curvature flow of spacelike hypersurfaces in pseudo-Riemannian
manifolds [13]. Furthermore, since we know the total volume cannot reach a maximum
at any finite time, this would be a universe that exists with finite, asymptotically
constant volume for eternity. This is very implausible physically – such an eternal
finite-volume universe would be extremely unstable (like the “loitering” closed universe
[17]).
Another logical possibility is that the expanding spacetime simply comes to an
end on some spacelike surface that is not a zero-volume big crunch. If the topology
is “flat” or “open” and the WEC holds, this singular surface would in fact have to
have maximal volume (else there would be an earlier non-singular hypersurface with
maximum volume, violating the theorem). It is certainly possible to write a metric
for a spacetime with such a singular surface, but certain reasonable extra conditions
on the stress-energy forbid them at least in the homogeneous and isotropic case, and
are conjectured to do so more generally [18]. These conditions forbid such pathologies
as the pressure diverging when the energy density and volume are finite, or the pres-
sure oscillating between finite bounds but with diverging frequency as the surface is
approached. In any case, such finite-volume singularities seem to us highly artificial
and unphysical on general grounds.
hypersurface with K < KΛ everywhere exists at a later time. Then theorem 6.1 of [12] proves the
existence of a hypersurface in between these two with K = KΛ everywhere. However, in a non-empty
universe of type (ii) or (iii), R(3) < 0 somewhere on this surface, which violates (2.1). Therefore no
hypersurface with K < KΛ everywhere can exist.
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K < 0
K = 0
0 < K < K⋆
Figure 2: Geometric construction of a surface with K < K? =
√
24piGNTµνnµnν .
Modulo these concerns, our findings have important consequences for the proba-
bility that inflation begins – and indeed, all initial conditions studied in [5] produced
universes with regions that expanded without bound and began inflation.
2.4 Implications for Inflation
We have proven that the weak energy condition, flat or open topology, and initial
expansion guarantees that rapid expansion will always continue somewhere (if not
everywhere), regardless of any inhomogeneities. Presumably this leads to a universe
with arbitrarily large volume. In such a universe vacuum energy must eventually
dominate, since all other forms of energy dilute, and therefore inflation will certainly
begin if Λ > 0, or if the initial conditions for the inflaton are such that the inflaton
potential potential acts as vacuum energy.
This apparently disposes of the “initial conditions” issue of requiring large-scale
homogeneity in the initial density of the universe [6, 19]. Instead, the probability
for inflation to begin reduces to estimating the probability for non-spherical topology,
along with some measure on the initial conditions for the inflaton. (It is also worth
noting that if the topology is not closed, inflation is actually not required to explain
why the universe is so large and so old. It is however necessary to explain large-scale
homogeneity and isotropy.)
Scalar fields (such as the inflaton) violate the weak energy condition if V (φ) is
negative somewhere (of course this is not necessary for inflation, but is nevertheless
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the case in certain models). Hence with such potentials our theorem does not strictly
apply. Nevertheless, we expect that it gives some insight into the type of tuning that
would be required to avoid inflation in such a model.
Another interesting issue was discovered in [5] in the case of small-field inflation
models. It is possible to arrange initial conditions such that even though the spatial
average of the inflaton is initially on the inflationary plateau, large spatial inhomo-
geneities the sample the “steep” part of the potential have the effect of pulling it
rapidly off the plateau and into its minimum before inflation can begin. The universe
expands forever and our theorem is satisfied, but there is little or no inflation. However
this cannot happen in large-field models where the range of the field during inflation
∆φ >∼MP , at least not in the regime that can be described by classical gravity.
3 Closed universes
For manifolds of type (i) we cannot prove the universe will not recollapse, but we can
use (2.1) to say something about the energy density relative to the curvature on a
putative slice of maximum expansion (K = 0):
24piGNΛ ≤ 24piGNTµνnµnν ≤ R(3) ∼ 1/l2. (3.1)
The motivation for the last “∼” is a series of mathematical results (see for instance
[20]) showing that Riemannian manifolds with Ricci curvature bounded from below
– all three eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor are greater than some constant λ > 0 at
every point – must be compact and have a diameter l ≤ Cλ−1/2, where C is an order
one numerical factor and λ is the lower bound on the eigenvalues of Rij. Assuming
R(3) >∼ λ, if Λ > 0 and at any time the universe grows sufficiently so that its diameter
l > C(24piGNΛ)
−1/2, (3.1) cannot be satisfied, so after such a time there cannot be a
surface with K = 0 and the universe will not recollapse.
4 Non-compact spatial slices
Ordinarily in physics one assumes that boundary conditions (say, periodic) on length
scales very much larger than the region of interest cannot affect the physics. This should
hold true especially in relativistic theories, including general relativity. Therefore if a
toroidal universe cannot recollapse no matter how large it is, it seems implausible that
a non-compact universe could, at least on any finite time-scale.
In addition, one expects non-compact manifolds to have negative curvature some-
where, because positive curvature reduces the volume (relative to zero curvature).
However, it is in fact possible to find non-compact 3-maniolds with scalar curvature
that is positive everywhere – an example is S2 × R with the obvious product met-
ric. Instead, as mentioned above a sufficient condition is that all eigenvalues of R
(3)
ij be
bounded from below by a positive number. Hence, for a 3-manifold to be non-compact,
at least one eigenvalue of R
(3)
ij is ≤ 0 (or at least arbitrarily small and asymptoting to
zero). In an inhomogeneous and anisotropic universe with random or highly variable
– 9 –
metric and matter configurations, it would seem to require an extreme fine-tuning for
the eigenvalues of R
(3)
ij to be non-positive, while at the same time requiring the sum
of the eigenvalues R(3) to be non-negative everywhere in the infinite volume. This is
relevant because if instead R(3) < 0 at any point on every slice, our theorem follows
and the universe cannot globally recollapse. In fact with some additional assumptions,
this logic can be used to show that a spacetime with a maximal slice must either be
compact or violate the weak energy condition ([21], Corollary 2).
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A Black holes and mean curvature flow
Here, we demonstrate that mean curvature flow (MCF, defined above (2.3)) produces
surfaces that avoid the spacelike “crushing” singularities [16] of the type that presum-
ably form inside collapsing black holes.
To see this formally, consider starting from a spacelike hypersurface with K > 0
everywhere. Evolution by MCF preserves the spacelike nature of the surface because
the local volume form is non-decreasing under MCF, but would vanish if the surface
became null anywhere. It also preserves the property that K > 0 everywhere (see e.g.
[22], Proposition 2.7.1). Intuitively, this is because because the flow slows to a stop in
any region where K approaches zero. Therefore, starting from a spacelike hypersurface
with K > 0, MCF produces a family of such surfaces.
Naively, one might think that the requirement that K be positive everywhere
entirely precludes the surface from entering black hole horizons, but this is not the
case. For instance, the spacelike surface of constant r = rs −  just inside the event
horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole of horizon radius rs is a surface with constant
and large positive extrinsic curvature, because the horizon is null and has zero volume.
Nevertheless, we can use Theorem 2.17 of [16] to prohibit any K > 0 surface from
approaching arbitrarily close to a crushing singularity. The argument is a proof by
contradiction, as follows. Assume a hypersurface S+ with K > 0 exists that comes
sufficiently close (to be defined) to the singularity inside a black hole. To apply the
results of [16], we want to restrict our attention to the interior of the black hole (defined
as the interior of the past lightcone of the singularity) and think of it as a Cauchy
complete big crunch cosmology. Consider a surface S ′+ that is entirely contained inside
the hole. S ′+ coincides with S+ for the portion of S+ that is inside the horizon. The rest
of S ′+ consists of the spacelike surface that stays just inside the horizon (see Fig. 3).
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T−
S+
S−
T=
Crushing Singularity
Gluing
S ′+
Figure 3: A crushing singularity and the various surfaces used in the argument given
in Appendix A.
S ′+ is a Cauchy surface for the interior of the black hole. Because K > 0 everywhere
on S+ and the extrinsic curvature of the surface just inside a null horizon is positive
and very large, K > 0 everywhere on S ′+.
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If S+ comes sufficiently close to the singularity, it crosses a constant mean curva-
ture (CMC) surface T− with mean curvature K− satisfying −∞ < K− < 0. The exis-
tence of the surface T− at finite distance from the singularity is guaranteed for crushing
singularities by Def. 2.9 of [16]. Now consider a CMC surface T= with K= < K− < 0
that lies entirely to the future of S+ – that is, between S+ and the singularity (the
existence of T= is guaranteed by the same definition). Theorem 6.1 of [12] guarantees
the existence of a CMC surface S− with K = K− that lies entirely between S ′+ and T=.
But then S− intersects the region between T− and the singularity, which contradicts
Theorem 2.17 of [16]. Therefore, S+ cannot come very close to the singularity, and
MCF starting from a surface with K > 0 cannot produce a surface that comes close
to a crushing singularity.
One possible caveat in this argument is that the results of [16] assume compactness
of the cosmology. The region behind the horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole is non-
compact (because the coordinate t has infinite range). However, if the cosmology is
compact (as we are assuming) and does not grow to infinite volume, the region inside
the black hole must be compact as well. But if the universe does grow to infinite
volume, our main result holds true.
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